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We study counter expressed gene networks constructed from gene-expression data obtained from
many types of cancers. The networks are synthesized by connecting vertices belonging to each
others’ list of K-farthest-neighbors, with K being an a priori selected non-negative integer. In the
range of K corresponding to minimum homogeneity, the degree distribution of the networks shows
scaling. Clustering in these networks is smaller than that in equivalent random graphs and remains
zero till significantly large K. Their small diameter, however, implies small-world behavior which is
corroborated by their eigenspectrum. We discuss implications of these findings in several contexts.
PACS numbers: 89.75.-k, 87.16.Yc, 05.65.+b, 87.10.+e
Gene networks are fundamental objects underlying the
regulatory mechanism of biological systems. Small por-
tions of these networks have been studied by molecular
biologists since long using mutagenesis techniques piv-
oted on manipulation of single gene, or at best a few
genes, at a time [1]. Consequently, unraveling of gene
networks has been slow. Recent advancements in DNA
microarray technology [2] have made large scale studies
of gene networks possible. Attempts have been made at
identifying large segments of regulatory networks using
data from gene microarray expression assays [3]. An as-
pect of these studies is identification of groups of coreg-
ulated genes. This is done using specialized clustering
techniques developed in recent years [4]. Genes in each
coexpression group display similar expression pattern
across different samples and are expected to be coreg-
ulated. Identification of coexpressed genes is almost a
standard exercise in the expression profiling studies un-
dertaken at present.
Regulatory genes function by means of both activat-
ing (up regulating) as well as inhibiting (down regu-
lating) the expression of genes. Knocking out of such
a gene leads to simultaneous change in the expression
of genes that were either up or down regulated by it.
This may, in turn, result in a cascade affecting other
genes and destabilizing the organism. Thus, the coreg-
ulated genes are not necessarily only coexpressed, they
can also be counter expressed. Recent studies have ver-
ified that both increase and decrease of expression level
of genes are equally discriminatory indicators of genetic
pathologies [5]. Studies on large scale properties of coex-
pressed gene networks constructed from gene expression
data have shown them to be having both small-world
and scale-free characteristic [6]. In this letter we ana-
lyze counter expressed gene networks constructed from
gene expression data and outline results showing their
relevance in biological processes.
Raw gene expression data requires extensive processing
before it can be used (see [7] for details). This gives an
expression matrix having N rows, each with zero mean
and unit variance, corresponding to the N genes and D
columns corresponding to the samples. Henceforth this
is the expression matrix that we use and refer to. The
algorithm for constructing counter expressed gene net-
works is a modification of the algorithm used earlier for
constructing coexpressed gene networks [6]. It requires
specification of the maximum number of neighbors K,
0 ≤ K < N , that a vertex can have. For a given K,
counter expressed gene network is constructed using the
following two step procedure. (i) For each vertex i, i = 1,
. . . , N , make a list Li of its K farthest neighbors ordered
by decreasing distance. (ii) Connect all vertices i and j
through an edge if i ∈ Lj and j ∈ Li, otherwise the ver-
tices are not connected. We choose Euclidean distance
as the measure for making the list of farthest neighbors.
The use of other distance measures will not alter the
results as long as they preserve the ordering of points
obtained from the Euclidean measure.
The topological structure of these networks, as in the
case of coexpressed gene networks [6], is highly dependent
on K. Starting with N isolated vertices at K = 0, the
network agglomerates very rapidly as K is increased and
a single connected component is obtained for K = K⋆,
0≪ K⋆/N ≪ 1. A giant connected component emerges
for K = Kgcc & 3. As this algorithm preferentially
connects vertices that are far away from each other, it
selectively disfavors the formation of triangles. Conse-
quently, we expect that the clustering coefficient of these
networks will be lower than that of equivalent random
graphs having the same number of vertices and edges.
The formation of squares, however, is preferred. The
squares occur as long as there are two groups of at least
two vertices each such that the smallest distance between
vertices of different groups is larger than the largest dis-
tance between vertices of the same group. The formation
of squares, despite the absence of triangles, makes the av-
erage length of shortest paths between vertices small and
gives these networks and their connected components a
small-world structure.
We analyzed counter expressed networks constructed
using gene expression data from several types of cancers
[8, 9, 10]. Let zi be the degree of vertex i, zmax be the
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FIG. 1: Variation of the homogeneity Λ(K) with K in counter
expressed (solid lines) and coexpressed (dashed lines) gene
networks constructed from colon cancer data [8]. In the right
subfigure the solid line (with hollow circles) is on the left–
bottom axes and the dashed line (with solid circles) on the
right–bottom axes. The circles mark the data points.
largest degree in the network, P (z) be the degree density
P (z) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(zi − z), (1)
and F (z) =
∑zmax
i=z P (i) be the distribution. For each
network we calculated P (z), F (z), and the homogeneity
in terms of the homogeneity order parameter Λ(K) de-
fined earlier [6]. The variation of homogeneity in both
coexpressed and counter expressed gene networks con-
structed from colon cancer data [8] is shown in Fig. 1.
The figure clearly shows that on increasing K the homo-
geneity of both the types of networks first decreases for
small K, reaches a minimum, and then increases to its
maximum value of 1 at K = N − 1. The minimum, as
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FIG. 2: Variation of F (z) with the normalized degree (z +
1)/(zmax+1) in counter expressed networks constructed from
several gene expression data sets. Solid circles are used in the
range of K corresponding to minimum of Λ(K). The dotted
lines approach the solid circles as K increases (here, in steps
of 2) and the dashed lines go away from the solid circles as K
increases (here, in steps of 50). The keys are as in [15].
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FIG. 3: Spectral density ρ(λ) of counter expressed gene net-
works constructed from several gene expression data sets.
Semicircle corresponding to spectral density of random net-
works is drawn for comparison. The keys are as in [15].
seen in the Fig. 1, is somewhat noisy and flat in both the
networks. Furthermore, for the same K the homogeneity
of the counter expressed networks is smaller than that of
the coexpressed networks, except at K of the order of N .
Figure 2 shows the variation of the observed cumula-
tive probability distribution function F (z) with normal-
ized degree (z+1)/(zmax+1) in a wide range of values of
K for counter expressed networks constructed from sev-
eral gene expression data sets. From the figure it is clear
that in the range K1 ≤ K ≤ K2 of K corresponding to
the flat minimum of the order parameter Λ(K), the de-
gree distributions of the networks collapse together and
show good scaling for all the data sets. The tails of these
distributions fit well with the form
F (z) = a− b ln
(
z + 1
zmax + 1
)
, (2)
where a and b are fit parameters. This implies that the
corresponding P (z) has scale-free behavior of the form
b(z + 1)−1 in the tails, sharply truncated at z = zmax.
As the number of hubs H in these networks varies in
the range 20–60, the observed zmax is consistent with
that expected N/HH(zmax+1)− 1 for sharply truncated
power-law probability density with exponent −1, where
H(n) is nth Harmonic number.
The scale-free behavior, seen above in 50–75% of the
range of variation of the normalized degree, is also in-
dicated by the spectral density ρ(λ) of the eigenvalue
spectrum of the adjacency matrix of the networks [11]
ρ(λ) =
1
N
N∑
j=1
δ(λ − λj), (3)
where λj is the jth eigenvalue. Figure 3 shows that ρ(λ)
develops a triangular form for K ≥ K1, indicating the
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FIG. 4: Variation of C˜(K) and C(K)/Crand(K) with K in
counter expressed (solid lines) and coexpressed (dashed lines)
gene networks constructed from colon cancer data [8]. The
dotted line corresponds to random graphs equivalent to the
coexpressed (also indistinguishably equivalent to the counter
expressed) gene networks. In the right subfigure the solid
(dashed) line is on the right (left)–bottom axes.
presence of a power-law in the networks. The triangular
shape persists till K ≈ N−1. For K < K1, ρ(λ) is highly
skewed with several blurred peaks indicating the presence
of small-world behavior. Similar behavior observed ear-
lier in coexpressed gene networks [6] was accompanied
by very high clustering coefficient. In the present case,
however, the clustering coefficient has a completely dif-
ferent behavior. This implies that the structural details
of counter and coexpressed networks, contrary to the in-
tuition, are very different.
The clustering coefficient Ci(K) of a vertex i of degree
zi is defined as
Ci(K) =
{
0 , zi ≤ 1
yi
zi(zi − 1)/2
, zi ≥ 2
, (4)
where yi is the total number of links present among the zi
neighbors of the vertex. The clustering coefficient of the
network is defined as the mean of Ci(K) in two different
ways. First, it is C(K) the average over all the vertices.
Second, it is C˜(K) the average taken only over vertices
of degree at least 2. The clustering coefficient of the
equivalent random graph is Crand(K) = E/[N(N−1)/2],
where E is the number of edges in the graph [12].
The variation of the clustering coefficient with K for
both coexpressed and counter expressed gene networks is
shown in Fig. 4. The figure clearly shows that C˜(K) of
coexpressed networks is much higher than that of equiv-
alent random graphs for all K. It is almost constant at
≈ 0.277 for small K and then increases to its maximum
values of 1 as K increases to N − 1. The C(K) also
has similar behavior except at small K when it increases
rapidly from ≈ 0.055 at K = 2 to ≈ 0.229 at K = 10 and
then to ≈ 0.277 at K = 20. Despite this C(K) remains
higher than that for the corresponding random graphs
for all K, except at K = N − 1 when both are 1, as seen
by the variation of C(K)/Crand(K) in Fig. 4.
Figure 4 shows that the clustering coefficient of counter
expressed gene networks remains smaller than that for
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FIG. 5: Left panel: Variation of ℓ¯(K) the average shortest
path length between vertices with K in counter expressed
(dotted lines) and coexpressed (dashed lines) gene networks
constructed from colon cancer data [8]. Right panel: Interde-
pendence between ℓ¯(K) and the mean degree z¯(K) of vertices.
The solid lines are fitting straight lines.
the corresponding random graphs for allK. Both become
equal and equal to their maximum value of 1 only at
K = N − 1. Furthermore, both C(K) and C˜(K) remain
zero till significantly large K = K△ in these networks
(here K△ = 37). This is a consequence of absence of
triangles. Selective disfavoring of triangle formation, in
general, leads to C(K)/Crand(K) < 1 for all K < N − 1.
The most important indicator of small-world behavior
is the mean ℓ¯ and the maximum ℓmax of the shortest paths
between mutually reachable vertices. In disjoint networks
these are defined by using only the finite length shortest
paths. In all networks having N vertices, ℓ¯ and ℓmax are
bounded in [1, (N + 1)/3] and [1, N − 1], respectively.
The variation of ℓ¯ with K in both counter expressed and
coexpressed gene networks is shown in Fig. 5. The figure
shows that in both types of networks ℓ¯−1, starting with 1
atK = 1, decreases sharply asK increases tillK = Kgcc,
the value at which giant connected component emerges
in the network. On increasing K further, ℓ¯−1 decreases
and attains a minimum at K = K! ≥ Kgcc. This occurs
because large chunks merge, forming still larger chunks
and introducing paths, longer than ℓ¯, connecting vertices
across the merged chunks. At K = K! the effect of long
paths introduced by merging of chunks is balanced by
the simultaneously introduced short paths and reduction
in the length (if any) of existing paths due to new short-
cuts within the chunks. Increasing K beyond K! leads
to decrease in ℓ¯, as seen by the behavior of ℓ¯−1 in Fig. 5,
till the vertices form a complete graph. In data contain-
ing widely separated big chunks, merging and consequent
rapid increase in ℓ¯ can occur at K > K!. This will ap-
pear as sharp dips in the presently smooth ℓ¯−1 versus K
curve seen in Fig. 5. The figure shows that immediately
after the minimum, ℓ¯−1 follows aˆ+ bˆ ln z¯/ lnN very well
till the onset of finite size effects at large K, where z¯ is
mean degree. This behavior is characteristic of both ran-
dom graphs and small-world networks [13]. The behavior
of ℓmax, although more noisy, was similar to that of ℓ¯.
Zero clustering for K ≤ K△ and very low cluster-
ing otherwise observed in counter expressed networks is
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FIG. 6: Variation of C˜(K)/Crand(K) with K in counter ex-
pressed (solid lines) and coexpressed (dashed lines) gene net-
works from several data sets. The keys are as in [15].
a consequence of the definition of clustering coefficient
which looks for triangles in the network. This definition,
although good for random graphs, does not always reveal
the actual extent of clustering. We defined new clustering
coefficient using squares instead of triangles by setting yi
in Eq. (4) to the number of pairs of neighbors of i that
have at least one more common neighbor. The square
based clustering coefficients C˜ and C, computed sim-
ilarly to C˜ and C, respectively, have much higher val-
ues relative to random graphs for both counter expressed
and coexpressed networks. The C,rand value for random
graphs is the probability that two vertices connected to
a vertex (say, “O”) have another common neighbor (say,
“Θ”; Θ 6≡ O). It evaluates to 1− (1− p)z¯−1 for large N ,
where p = z¯/(N − 1) is the edge density. The variation
of C˜(K)/Crand(K) is shown in Fig. 6. The behavior
of C(K)/Crand(K) is similar. These results show that
clustering in counter expressed networks, despite C(K)
being zero, is actually very high and comparable to that
in coexpressed networks.
An implication of C(K) = 0 for K ≤ K△ is that all the
connected components comprising the counter expressed
networks are bipartite for these values of K. This al-
lows each connected component to be partitioned into
two groups such that the genes within each group are
coexpressed but those in different groups are counter ex-
pressed. This is done by assigning a gene to one group
(say, A) and its neighbors to the other group (say, B) and
then iteratively assigning neighbors of genes in group A
(or, B) to group B (or, A) till no gene in the connected
component remains unassigned. This procedure can be
used even if the network contains triangles by first elim-
inating them, e.g., in the counter expressed networks for
K > K△, by iteratively identifying all the links forming
triangles and removing the smallest one. Triangle elimi-
nation may decompose a connected component into two
or more parts. In such a case, isolated vertices, doublets,
and small chunks are ignored and each of the big chunks
is separately processed further. However, the larger the
number of triangles that need to be removed before par-
titioning, the smaller will be the clarity of partitions.
The results presented above were verified using counter
expressed networks constructed from several other gene
expression data sets also [14]. Flat minimum of Λ(K)
implies that counter expressed gene networks have non-
trivial structure that is robust against noise. High C(K)
and C˜(K) imply that the structure is highly clustered.
Thus, these networks can be used for non-parametric par-
titioning of gene expression data. The scale-free charac-
ter of these networks implies that they are built around
few crowded hubs and are robust. The small-world struc-
ture, a key evolutionary aspect, implies that signaling
mechanism encoded by these networks, despite the lack
of triangles, functions as efficiently as that of coexpressed
networks. These results show that the role of counter ex-
pressed networks is as important in biological processes
as that of coexpressed networks. Thus, despite difference
in their regulatory behavior (activating versus inhibiting
gene expression), both these types of networks should be
considered together.
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